
The Ultimate Mobile App
to Reach the Unattended Consumer 

Market your business and 
nurture customer loyalty

   Advertise loyalty cards, coupons, and sales

Receive customer feedback

Increase sales and consumer loyalty

Flexible payment options

1 Connect with Consumers and Increase Sales 

An easy-to-use management platform puts automated machine operators in the driver’s seat 
and allows them to design and publish different sales by location and more

4 Intuitive Management

Reduce operational cost while ensuring consumer satisfaction by sending instant refunds to the 
consumer’s phone via SMS from our management system

2 Instant Refund

Consumers can choose to upload money to the wallet or direct pay by a variety of payment 
options, such as credit \ debit cards, prepaid cards, PayPal. Upload your uniquely 
designed pre-paid card and existing cards to employee’s app.  

3 Flexible Payment Options

Connect with your consumers to deliver vouchers and loyalty cards that increase sales and the 
number of returning consumers. Location-based sales system map all your machines based 
on consumer purchases, and offer sales per location.
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Monyx allows machine operators to communicate with their
unattended consumer, enabling endless
marketing possibilities.

How it Works:

Wallet - upload money in advance and 
leave your wallet at home

Voucher or Loyalty Card (Buy 4 get the 5th for free)

PayPal and Credit \ Debit Cards

Customizable pre-paid cards

1 Pick a payment method

Manually (entering the machine’s number)

QR Code (scanning the machine)

Recently used machine list

Proximity Map

2 Choose the Machine

See Your Activity Log5

Choose the product in the machine

See every purchase and upload of funds from any card
and payment option

Recycle for a better tomorrow while raising your sales: place our solution on 
recycling machines and consumers will receive a credit for future purchases. 

3 Choose Product
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